transformation of sigma points produces the posterior mean and covariance. Despite the computational burden of the UKF, extension of convergence region and numerical stability greatly outperform the EKF. Parameter estimation by a dual UKF was proposed by VanDyke et al. (2004) . Since UKF has more computational burden compared to EKF, a numerically efficient UKF was also developed for state and parameter estimation (van der Merwe & Wan, 2001) . In this paper, the UKF is applied to simultaneous spacecraft dynamics estimation and rate sensor alignment calibration using star tracker measurements. The spacecraft attitude and the body angular velocity are the state vectors. Estimation parameters are the six components of moment of inertia, and the bias, scale factor errors and misalignments of a rate sensor. Numerical simulations compare the results to those using the EKF. where n is the Euler axis and φ is the Euler angle. q 13 is the vector part and q 4 is the scalar part in quaternion representation. Quaternion multiplication represents successive rotation (Wertz, 1978) 
Equation of motion of spacecraft

Attitude representation
implies the opposite rotation of q. By combining Eq. (2) and (3) residual rotation of q" with respect to q', or error quaternion δq, is obtained such as
Spacecraft attitude equation of motion
The equation of motion of spacecraft is given as
www.intechopen.com where 3 ω R ∈ is the body angular velocity, J is the mass moment of inertia matrix, and 3 u R ∈ is the external control input torque. The attitude kinematics is expressed by attitude quaternion such as (Crassidis et al., 1997) 11 q= Ω(ω)q = Ξ(q)ω 22
where
Due to the unity constraint on the attitude quaternion, only the vector component is utilized as states, and q 4 is calculated from the constraint. Choosing the body angular rate as one of the states, we rewrite Eq. (5) as
The six components of the moment of inertia are defined as 
In the form of vector notation, we define ⎡ ⎤ ⎣ ⎦ (11) where ω is the true body angular velocity, ω is the angular velocity measurement vector, M is a matrix combined by the scale factor errors and the misalignments such as 
Unscented Kalman filter
In this section, the unscented Kalman filter algorithm is presented. Ever since Julier and Uhlmann have proposed the algorithm, numerous modifications and enhancements have been reported. For estimation of parameters as well as state variables two methodologies are mainly employed -joint and dual filtering techniques. Between the two methods, the joint approach is easier and more intuitive to implement. Joint filters augment the original state variables with parameters to be estimated. Since parameters are usually assumed to be constant, time update of the filter model does not change the expanded parameter variables except its process noise if assumed. On the contrary, the dual method set up another filter for parameters so that two filters run sequentially in every step. The state estimator first propagates and updates for given measurements, and then the parameter estimator updates considering the updated output of the state variables as measurements. It is argued that the primary benefit of the dual UKF is being able to prevent erratic behaviour by decoupling the parameter filter from the state filter (VanDyke et al., 2004) . However, the UKF in this problem converges only with the joint method as shown later. This section summarizes the UKF algorithm. This summary of the UKF equations follows the descriptions by Wan and van der Merwe (2000) and VanDyke et al. (2004) .
Joint estimation
The state variable and the parameter are noted by n ∈ sR s a n d m ∈ d R , respectively. The augmented state variable of the joint filter is defined by
The filter initialization is conducted with assumed mean and covariance of the augmented state vector.
Denoting L=n+m, the sigma points of L are generated using the a priori mean and covariance of the state as
where 2 = α (L + )-Lis a scaling parameter. is usually set to a small positive value. is a secondary scaling parameter usually set to 0. The set of singular points, k χ , is × L( 2 L + 1 ) matrix. Defining i, k χ as ith column of k χ , each sigma point is propagated through the nonlinear system ( )
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The posterior mean, ˆ-k x , and the covariance, − xk P, a r e d e t e r m i n e d f r o m the statistics of the propagated sigma points as follows:
Q xk is the process noise covariance of the system. The weights, 
is used to incorporate prior knowledge. For Gaussian distributions, = 2 is optimal. The estimated measurement vector ϒ i, k|k -1 , ith column of matrix ( )
is calculated by transforming the sigma points using the nonlinear measurement model,
The mean measurement, ˆ-k y , and the measurement covariance, ykyk P , are calculated based on the statistics of the transformed sigma points.
R yk is the measurement noise covariance matrix. The cross-correlation covariance, xkyk P, i s calculated using
The Kalman gain matrix is approximated from the cross-correlation and measurement covariances using -1 xk xkyk ykyk K= P P
The measurement update equations used to determine the mean, ˆk x , and covariance, xk P , of the filtered state are
Joint UKF state variables
In this paper, the state vector of the original system consists of the attitude quaternion and the angular rate. The attitude quaternion is a unique non-singular parameterization. However, quaternion has to satisfy unity constraint of the magnitude, which may result in covariance singularity if all the four elements are used. Therefore, only the vector components will be used in the UKF implementation. Parameters of to be estimated is six components of the moment of inertia, the scale factor error, six elements of misalignment, and the bias of the rate sensor as in Eqs. (10), (12), and (13). Therefore,
Since the error quaternion is utilized, the state is initialized with
Once the sigma points are calculated, quaternion component 
The parameters are assumed to be constant. 
Now, Eqs. (6), (8) and (29) constitute the nonlinear system model of the UKF. And, lastly the following is the measurement equation. 
After model propagation, three component of error quaternion is calculated again. After measurement update of Eq. (24), four-element quaternion can be determined using
More detailed and helpful discussion on quaternion-based computation can refer (Kraft, 2003) .
Numerical simulation results
In this section, simulation results for hybrid estimation of states, the moment of inertia and the rate sensor calibration will be presented. The joint UKF will be compared to the results using EKF (Myung et al., 2007) .
Simulation conditions
In order to estimate the inertia matrix and the gyro calibration parameters, 'persistent excitation' of motion should be guaranteed. A constant body angular velocity vector or one with constant direction will not satisfy this requirement. As one of the reference trajectories satisfying the 'persistent excitation' condition (Pittelkau, 2001) , the following rate trajectory is proposed (Myung et al., 2007) . sinω tsinω t l= cosω tsinω t cosω t ω =0.01rad/s
For simulation purposes, a predictive controller (Crassidis et al., 1997 ) is applied to the spacecraft attitude control. Given reference trajectories to follow, the predictive control synthesizes control command based on nonlinear state prediction strategy using the Taylor series expansion. The reference trajectories are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 .
Simulation results
The following true system and alignment parameters are assumed (Myung et al., 2007) : Table 1 . However, rate sensor calibration results of the UKF are much more accurate than those of EKF. If the reference trajectory is designed considering excitation optimality, estimation results will be even more accurate (Sekhavat, 2009 
Conclusions
This study presented hybrid estimation of the moment of inertia of spacecraft and calibration parameters of the rate sensor such as the scale factor error, six elements of misalignment and the gyro bias error during a single estimation maneuver. For this purpose, a joint unscented Kalman filter (UKF) algorithm was successfully applied and the performance was compared to the results using the extended Kalman filter (EKF). While the components of the moment of inertia were estimated very accurately by both the EKF and the UKF, the rate sensor calibration parameters -scale factor, misalignment, and bias errorwere filtered much better by the UKF than the EKF. Simulation results demonstrated applicability and performance for spacecraft system identification and the gyro calibration simultaneously. This concept of estimation procedure can reduce efforts and costs for periodic parameter estimation and gyro calibration of spacecraft in-orbit. Also, proposed method can be extended to calibration maneuvers of other equipments such as star trackers and optical payloads.
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